The affects from the events that took place are quite significant. Disclosing this to the police and
every other person I have contacted has been traumatic on me, however I do not want to see this
forgotten about and want to see some justice for the traumas I have been put through.
On Mother's Day in 2009, I informed my children of what happened to me all those years ago. Before
this the children were never fully aware of what had happened but did know something had
happened due to my reactions whenever there was news reported in regards to priests or the
Catholic Church.
I also would never allow my children to have sleepovers at their friends houses or attend any school
excursions due to the fear I had for my children and the fact that I did not trust anyone alone with my
children. I would always need to know where they were every minute of the day.
The affects of disctosure weighed heavily on my husband Brian. Brian had been labelled a first
degree Paedophile and is still fighting this, as he never was one. He was only 17 when I was
pregnant and was a minor himself and therefore should never have been classified as this. We are
,arried and been together for 54 years and everything that occurred in our intimate relationship was
,-.,,sensual. Brian had to fight for nine months to be able to get his Working with Children Check. It
was never fully cleared and was dropped from first degree to second degree. It is time for Brian to
renew his Working with Children Check and he is still fighting to have his name cleared of this and
have all references removed from his record.

Support

No support was ever provided from any parties involved at the time except for that counselling being
received which was offered more recently.
I have been receiving counselling from an Independent Psychologist not connected to the hospital or
Sisters of Mercy. My local doctor referred me to my Psychologist.
I did not receive an apology or an acknowledgement of the abuse you had suffered by anybody until
recently. The Sisters of Mercy have only acknowledged and apologised in writing in August 2012.

The sisters of Mercy did not remove me from the hospital but did keep me imprisoned in the home
:..
· ·1 it was on their premises the sexual assault took place.
I have not received an apology from -- who was working for Catholic Family Welfare
at the time, or the Royal Women's Hospital. The Royal Wom�ltal still denies having any
knowledge that I was removed from the hospital or of-- actions.
It has been nearly 50 years since this occurred. The counselling I am receiving now is assisting me
in working through the events, however, it has been such a long time since the abuse and abduction
occurred until counselling was provided that a lot of pain and anguish has been experienced and no
amount of counselling will erase what I had to endure then and still have to live with now.

Result

It has taken nearly 50 years to get this acknowledgement, apology and compensation from the
Sisters of Mercy. I have been gathering information for many years to try and prove everything that I
have been through did occur. Approximately five years discussions started with Sisters of Mercy but
back then everything was denied. It has only been recently that any result has been achieved.
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